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‘Insurance for freelancers’ launches

A new start-up is aiming to put an end to what it says is a $40 billion industry that has ripped off

journalists, photographers and graphic designers for years, with MilestonePay delivering

insurance for freelancers.

Two Australian software engineers Ryan Handby and James Claridge said they started the

business after a well-known Canadian advertising agency owed them $400,000 for developing a

technology platform.

According to Mr Handby, Australian small businesses are grappling with increasingl problems of

people not paying them for their services, with 30, 60 and 90 day payment terms often turning

into ‘never’ or a compromise to get half the payment back.

“We decided something had to change, and we implemented a staged payment model in our

business which began to alleviate payment issues,” he said. ”It had the immediate benefit of

improving cash flow but this was only a partial solution; clients that paid on completion could

still become problematic.

“This problem was tackled by having clients pay upfront for chunks of a project, which created

buy-in from both the supplier and the client and led to better running projects with happier
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outcomes. The only problem was it created more paperwork overhead.”

Mr Claridge says that he and co-founder Handby launched MilestonePay to take the hassle out of

managing payments by automating payment notifications, reminders and receivals so that all

businesses could have a faster, fairer and more reliable process.

The company is now seeking additional investment so it can ramp up its operations.

“MilestonePay has aligned its success entirely with the success of its customers. The Starter

version of the platform is free to use with a small fee to cover payment processing with other

pricing tiers available to businesses that require additional tools on top of the generous base

offering,” Mr Claridge says.

“Operating in a fair and transparent way is what moves the needle in most relationships in

business and life in general. MilestonePay takes that to a new level by providing the tools

required for businesses to keep their clients in the loop as work progresses with instant

notifications as tasks are complete or issues are raised.

“MilestonePay is the missing dashboard between the internal and external communications for

your business that usually get lost in long email chains or disparate text messaging apps.”
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